Rocky’s Proposed Budget Draws Varied Criticism

ALBANY, N.Y. AP — Governor Rockefeller spelled out Wednesday the details of his proposal to increase state revenue by $16.5 million in the new fiscal year through higher fees for a vast array of licenses, permits, examinations and registrations.

The largest group that would be hit with higher levies would be the estimated 1.8 million persons who obtain hunting, fishing and trapping licenses. They would pay twice as much after May 1, when the total package of increased charges would take effect.

The governor proposed the changes as part of his plan to balance the 1971-72 state budget, which would raise spending by about $1.5 billion.

Rockefeller said the fees charged for a wide variety of special services have not been hiked since the 1930’s. He added that adjustments are needed to keep pace with inflation.

Witnesses Unhappy with Budget

Witnesses were unified in their unhappiness with Gov. Rockefeller’s proposed $8.45 billion budget Wednesday as the legislature’s fiscal committees opened formal budget hearings.

The reasons for their dissatisfaction were quite different, however, as the testimony developed.

The budget plan provides too much for education, said spokesmen for the State Teachers Association, State School Boards Association and the Council of School District Administrators.

They would pay twice as much after May 1, when the total package of increased charges would take effect.

The budget plan provides too much for education, said spokesmen for the State Teachers Association, State School Boards Association and the Council of School District Administrators.

They said welfare grants ought to be reduced.

Other legislative business was conducted.

Similar budget hearings were conducted simul-
Bernadette Devlin addressed a cheering crowd at Skidmore on Sunday.

Democratic Leaders Favor Drug Law Ease

ALBANY, N.Y. AP — The legislature's Democratic leaders came out in favor of a proposal to ease the penalties for possession of small quantities of marijuana.

Senator Minority Leader Joseph Zaretzki and Assembly Minority Leader Stanley Steingut issued a joint statement endorsing recommendations made last month by the Temporary State Commission to Evaluate the Drug Laws.

The commission proposed a revised range of penalties so that possession and use of the smallest specified quantity of marijuana—one-quarter ounce—would be punishable by a maximum of 15 days in jail, rather than the present one-year imprisonment.

Zaretzki and Steingut said a broader range of penalties would make the state's law "both reasonable and enforceable."

They added, however, that they did not endorse legalizing the use of marijuana.

Vassar Opposes IBM Grad. Center

The Student Senate at Vassar College passed four resolutions Wednesday that denounced plans for a controversial consortium of defense contractors.

Students also opposed the plan because of IBM's involvement in the Vietnam War because they were afraid of losing power in the area.

In a related comment, she said, "The 5% of Americans created the demand for the Viet Nam War because they were afraid of losing power in the area."

The action carries out Laird's Dec. 23 pledge to strengthen civilian control over domestic military intelligence operations to prevent a recurrence of the controversy that surrounded the military's spying on civilian opponents.

The new board, called the Defense Investigative Review Council, will be composed of senior civilian Pentagon officials with only one of its members from the military. He will be Lt. Gen. Donald Bennett, director of the Defense Intelligence Agency, DIA, which is responsible for foreign intelligence.

"The democratic majority in any society are the 95% of that society which produces the wealth; therefore, give to the working class of Ireland all the means of production. I would classify that plan as a socialist republic."

Favor Drug Law Ease

WASHINGTON AP—Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird announced today creation of a top-level civilian review board to study military intelligence activities.

Laird named Asst. Secretary of Defense Robert F. Froehlke to head the board and "direct, manage and inspect military intelligence and related counter-intelligence activities."

"It was erroneously stated in the February 8, 1971 issue of the AIP that parking fees were $1, $2, and $3. They are $1, $3, and $5."

Have you tried the Patroon Room? Why not try it on Saturday night?

Teletthon '71

7PM Friday—7 PM Saturday
February 26—February 27
in the Snack Bar
All are Welcome to Come!

Come Together
in
IRELAND
(student flight)
fly PAN AM
call Sue at 7-7821
Slavic Studies Dept.

Result of Cooperation

by Larry Berwitz

A spirit of co-operation between faculty and students has been instrumental in the formation of the Slavic Studies Department, to be instituted here at SUNYA in the fall. Ten years ago Russian studies were started at SUNYA but the Slavic Department as we now know it, was formed. There are between twenty and twenty-four graduate students, taking part in this program every year. There were thirteen graduates with a Master of Arts degree. There are present plans to incorporate a doctoral program in the department by 1972. From the one course offered in Russian in 1961, the department has expanded to twenty-six undergraduate and graduate courses offered now. Plans include the expansion of the curriculum within the department, as well as the development of a summer program in Russia.

Negotiations are also in progress for a full professor who will take over the duties of Professor Catherine Wolfskamp who is going into semi-retirement as of Fall '71. Professor Wolfskamp has been at SUNYA since 1963 and has been instrumental in the growth of the department.

Since the inception of the Russian Department, its growth has been rapid. In 1966 a graduate program for Master of Arts was formed. There are now over ten thousand library volumes. The new department to be positioned here in Fall '70.

Tie election representatives of the Department and have been inspected by the Russian Department, its growth has been rapid. In 1966 a graduate program for Master of Arts was formed. There are now over ten thousand library volumes. The new department to be positioned here in Fall '70.
Communications

The Enemy Bookstore

To the Editor:

In your February 15, 1971 issue of the ASP you print an article which appeared in the Feb. 12 issue of the ASP.

I am writing this letter in reference to the "Where is Racism Going?" an article which appeared in the Feb. 12 issue of the ASP.

In this article, Michael Lippman states that everyone is a racist. Perhaps this is true. Throughout the article, he made a great deal of smart remarks about blacks and whites on SUNY's campus, stereotyping everyone.

His article implied how the average white student feels about the black student. Personally I could care less how the average white student feels about the black student. Personally I could care less how the average white student feels about the black student.

Incidentally, I can write an entire article making false accusations against Whites as did Michael Lippman, then I'll sue his ignorance.

I realize that his ignorance is something that I am not going to say that I am going to get everything free. The worst deal of white students on EOP, they don't make it known. They only appear on days when money is being handed out. How come they don't dress nice?

As a matter of fact, there are very few students on this campus paying their entire way through school. Michael himself pointed out to me that he is getting money from the Regents Exam Board of New York State, just as I am. I would like for all of you who feel that way to know my parents are helping to send you through school because they are tax payers.

So never think for a minute we are getting anything free because you are getting the same thing. If our gains, and accomplishments hurt you I hope it kills you. Think about it!!!

Gerry Romell

Not a Racist

To the Editor:

In her column, "White Students: Insensitive and Blind," Miss Griffith raises some interesting questions. She says, "...you (whites) have the nerve to want to rob them (Blacks) of their few requests. Are you some greedy child that must have an equal share of everything?"

I personally think the "child" is really unnecessary, since being a greedy adult is just as acceptable if not more so. However, is wanting an equal share greedy? If so, then the whole concept of "equality" as being righteous and just must come under close scrutiny. It might not be just at all, only greedy! If so, then all these years, while I thought the Blacks were crying out for justice, they were only greedy, after all the same greed we whites have been guilty of all along, but greed none the less.

And what of those "few requests"? And if we request you to serve us, it's your obligation...." is one of them. Miss Griffith, if not explicitly, then certainly implicitly raises the question, why "...can't you accept the change?" That is, since the Black man has been exploited and mistreated to the whites for four centuries, why can't you accept a reversal of roles?

I do not believe Miss Griffith's contention that because I'm white, I am therefore racist. (Past hero proper hero). However, if Miss Griffith truly believes what she writes, then perhaps in her attempts to be facetious, she may have inadvertently answered her own questions in her very last paragraph.

Respectfully,
Fred Neil Peck

Beauty in the Mind

To the Editor:

That blatant racism is indeed still alive can be clearly seen in Margaree Griffith's column in the Feb. 15 ASP. Her statement that it is "quite obvious that the stigma of Blacks being shiftless, lazy, and dirty has just been a means of projecting your innate qualities" is characteristic of the ugly slurs so often heard from the mouths of white women.

By suggesting that you can perceive an individual's qualities and habits from his outward appearance, Miss Griffith accepts the tenet by which white racists establish that individuals having black skin are inferior. Her tendency to generalize is dangerous, and racism thrives on such stereotypes.

Of course, any really beautiful aspect of a person is found in his mind, not in his physical appearance. We can see very little beauty in the mind of Margaree Griffith. But then, she probably doesn't give a damn about what we think.

Eric Parsons
Tom Burke

Mike Lippman Replies

I believe I can clear up all charges of cowardice, libel, and ignorance that have been made against me. My article on racism has been wildly misunderstood. It was not an article stating my thoughts on the black situation at SUNYA; the black situation is something I am not qualified to write about. It was my opinion of what Michael Lippman, as columnist, expressed that I believe a majority of whites share, one of fear and ignorance of the new black image. The quotations were not mine and I do not agree with the opinions expressed in them; they were included to convey openly feelings which are expressed in the most unwieldy of all circles.

Furthermore, to get shot of shit from the article. I was so sure it would come from whites angry at being placed on the defensive that I forsook it would be misused as a personal directive against blacks.

For those who couldn't reach me by phone, I moved this semester and my new number is 457-8813.

Michael Lippman
The following are excerpts of the Scranton Commission Report on Campus Unrest, in particular, Hobart College and incidents related to an untrained undercover agent Thomas Tongyai.

Part III, including the conclusions and recommendations of the investigation, will be printed on Monday.

The ASP thanks Curtis West, editor of The Herald, Hobart College, Geneva, N.Y., for his aid in obtaining the copy of the report.

PART II

arrested and 45 minutes later uniformed officers arrived with the warrant. However, it was unclear how to get Tommy out of the area, as the sheriff’s car had been immobilized by the students surrounding it. At this point several dozen Geneva police in riot gear were assembling about a block away on St. Clair Street. Dean McKean spotted Sheriff Morrow near the riot squad and asked for what purpose these men had been called out. Morrow replied in order to get his man (Tommy) out.

McKean suggested a violent confrontation was unnecessary and requested that the sheriff, some students and other college officials now present, discuss an alternative means. The Dean and students, including Sean Campbell, Bruce Davis and Raphael Martinez, walked among the students asking them to remain peaceful. Several students and McKean addressed the crowd from the hood and the roof of the car containing Tommy and Simon, telling them the situation was under control and reassuring the necessity for everyone to maintain their “cool.” It is clear that violence and bloodshed was anticipated by the sheriff’s department and the presence of riot police complicated the situation. Students still remained peaceful and Simon was able to leave his vehicle and walk freely among the crowd.

Police, students and college officials gathered in a series of meetings in the head resident advisor’s room in a nearby dorm and students proposed the idea of total amnesty for all the students arrested that night in exchange for Tommy’s arrest on the May 6 harassment charge. This was eventually agreed to by all as the best means of avoiding a violent situation and a written agreement was worked out and signed by Anthony L. Cecere, Chief County Detective, Ontario County, and witnessed by Hobart President B.D. Causey and Dean McKean to drop all charges. The announcement was made to the crowd. Tommy was removed from the scene by another patrol car without difficulty and the crowd was dispersed at approximately 5 a.m.

AFTERMATH OF JUNE 5

The June 5 incident at Hobart received national press coverage and the public exposure of Tommy as undercover law enforcement officer, closely associated with subversive, violent activities, placed many Geneva officials in an uncomfortable, almost scandalous position. In the midst of CBS and NBC interviewing students about Tommy’s role on campus via a visit to the ROTC firing range and the outcry of Geneva citizens embarrassed by all the publicity, six days later, on June 11, the police issued warrants for seven persons (six students and one Hobart faculty member), charging them with obstructing governmental procedure and riot in the second degree, in connection with the June 5 disturbance on the Hobart campus.

There are certain highly irregular and unusual circumstances surrounding the issuance of the warrant for Sean Campbell, Raphael Martinez and Bruce Davis on June 11.

The Hobart Student Council Treasurers, Tim Yolen, was given the run-a-round from Geneva to Canandaigua and back in his efforts to post the unusually high bail of $6,000 for the students, and the whole ordeal of Campbell, Davis and Martinez being transferred from the Geneva jail to the Canandaigua jail by a patrol car traveling at speeds in excess of 90 m.p.h. is at the very least questionable as to its purpose and necessity. While Campbell,

Who Is ‘Tommy the Traveler’?

...
"SPEC" FOWLER: A PIECE OF HIS MIND

by Dennis Whitehead

Barnett "Spec" Fowler of Niskayuna, New York, is a large man who looks (but does not act) somewhat older than his 56 years. He has been a newspaperman for 42 years, including 10 years covering police beats; he was the Times-Union City and Sunday Editor before he turned to writing "Compass Points of Capital" some six years ago. Mr. Fowler has of late written prolifically about SUNYA and its students, and in order to find out what makes Spec tick the ASP interviewed him in a three-hour session on February 10 at his newspaper's offices in Colonie.

Spec trundled out and greeted us with a smile. We used psychology on him and smiled back, then threw him off-balance temporarily by not immediately scribbling obscenities on the walls. (We did that on the way out.) Seated in the conference room, he told us of his childhood in Rotterdam and of his week-long camping trips to Lake George. He was known as a "rabble-rouser" in Schenectady, a reputation which has certainly not deserted him.

Detractors have called him the "Voice of Morality," "Town Scold," and "Jesus Christ, Jr." "Most people think of me as a son of a bitch or not; my own opinion is somewhere in between." His many years as a police reporter have molded a personal philosophy which "balances annoyance with a sense of humor." He says he is "reasonably tolerant," but abhors brutality.

We asked him when he first started writing about Albany State.

"I wrote my first article on SUNY about a year and a half ago, when I was enormously intrigued by that cartoon showing a professor defecating into a funnel." Reminding us again of his reasonable tolerance, he confessed that the ASP of the last few years "disturbed" him.

"A Newspaper's Got to Have Guts."

"I'm not abide by a four-letter word, but we're concerned with the question of a standard, not of conduct, but of printing. We underestimate the actual power of a newspaper. There ain't a bell of a lot of sense in a newspaper existing unless it's put to reasonably good use. The paper last year was becoming too damned occupied with biological functions—feces and other certain enjoyable acts." (A sly wink here.)

Asked about the present ASP Fowler had some kind words, declaring that in his opinion the paper has "improved in quality. We asked if he thought his column was balanced regarding students; i.e., does he ever write anything good out of hand. I called it a campus rag, and very cheerfully so. Unless you hate adults, what's wrong with taking an experienced adult and asking his advice? You've got to be a 'self-gooser' - the competition is between mediocrity and excellence. In your case, with no administration interference or faculty advising, it's got to come from within yourselves.

"I used to teach journalism at Siena, and as technical advisor to their paper I gave those guys every conceivable kind of free rein, within reason. I once ordered a Father from the classroom for trying to take over a discussion."

"Be a 'Self-Gooser'"

"I don't like over-supervision, this is for the birds, but somebody should have stepped in two or three years ago when the ASP got out of hand. I called it a campus rag, and very cheerfully so. Unless you hate adults, what's wrong with taking an experienced adult and asking his advice? You've got to be a 'self-gooser' - the competition is between mediocrity and excellence. In your case, with no administration interference or faculty advising, it's got to come from within yourselves."

"I don't care if they say 'F**k Barney Fowler.'"

"Unless you hate adults, what's wrong with taking an experienced adult and asking his advice?"
AY, FEBRUARY 19, 1971
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We got around to Sayles Hall. Spec could hardly sit still when we mentioned it. "The crux of the matter was not the defacement of several hundred square feet of wall; I could care less! It's not the harmless graffiti, but the fact that the activities of a few influence the majority who have to pay for it." We asked him that some of the defacers have turned themselves in. "I advise that: It takes guts to do it."

Concerning his entry into Sayles, he shrugs it off with a chuckle. "You're too easily shocked. I don't think any individual who keeps his room clean should mind me coming into a room I consider a sewer in order to raise the standards of the dorm. I think the slobs should be put in one or two dorms of their own."

What gives him the right to play the role of Mr. Clean? "As a reporter I have the right to enter any state institution."

Would he enter private apartments in government-owned housing projects? "If there were reason to believe that certain conditions existed that were not in keeping with proper standards of living, I think a reporter who could not get permission from the Housing Authority would be remiss in his duty if he didn't go in there. I'll make every damned effort I can - within reason - to get in and observe. This is my job."

Would Barnett Fowler, private citizen, be upset if he rented a motel room and some reporter, thinking something was amiss, broke in? "I would expect it.

At length, Fowler conceded that going into a private room "might have the effect of irritating someone. But I challenge anyone to bring charges. Find something in SUNY law; I'll plead innocent and I'll be willing to take the consequences."

Campus Cops and Robbers

Should Security Police be armed? "Yes!" With what? "With guns! I do not believe it is sensible to emasculate security guards by not even giving them a slingshot."

Spec mentioned a letter he received from SUNYA Public Relations Director David Van Dyke stating that over $6500 of damage was done the physical plant in the 1970 Fall semester. "Why can't we nail the bastards who did this?" Would he expel all offenders he threw out of college where they can get a few months in the gutter," but this should not be the rule. "There's no substitute for 'fuck.'"

On Censorship

"Every damn move you make in society is based upon a code of ethics, and that code of ethics is the law." of informing you how to get syphilis, how to perpetuate it, but not how to cure it."

Editorial Note

This interview was conducted by Dennis Whitehead, Rich Ahrens, Mitchell Frost, and John O'Grady, armed with paper, pens, camera, and tape recorder. Everything worked except the tape recorder, but we took pains to copy exact quotations, while we have taken some liberties in rearranging these according to topic, we feel that they nevertheless accurately transcribe the proceedings of the interview, and will print Mr. Fowler's corrections if he thinks differently.

On Vulgarity

"I have never used 'fuck' or 'shit' in front of a public audience. I have never told a dirty joke to an audience in my life, and I spoke to 155 of them in 1970." He feels that the ASP could 'offer a certain amount of columns space for those whose "minds are in the gutter," but this should not be the rule. "There's no substitute for 'fuck.'"

On the Spring Strike

"I think it was totally unnecessary. There's a thousand other ways other than staying out of classes, which is the whole purpose of the university. And what the hell good is a march on the New York State Capitol going to do anybody? It's a fun thing, it's an outlet for emotions, but what good is it?"

Would Barnett Fowler let a daughter of his come to Albany State and live on campus? "Oh, I think so, because if she failed in my expectations it would be my fault and her mother's."

Spec told us that his son wanted to study forestry at Paul Smith's College in Saranac Lake but was drafted and sent to Europe; he is now married and has children.

The Columnist and the Students

Fowler has referred to SUNYA as "Dirty Doodleland" and "Baffleville, U.S.A." Although he believes that most students are good people, does his thinking readers can get an accurate picture of the university students from these descriptions? "I want people to think about SUNY. I want to - both as an individual and as a newspaperman - impress upon the public that certain things are going on at the campus which should not be going on. This is a technique of writing - you use certain phraseology to bring home a point."

The hour was late and we prepared to leave - somewhat reluctantly, as the session had been quite lively. Spec stopped us: "You guys have managed to disturb me about something. I wish you would point out that I do not feel the majority of students are vagrants, bums, criminals, or Michelangelos of the wall. Whenever I mention a 'student,' It is not all-encompassing. I do not believe in censorship in certain instances, as in a book I read recently on growing and packaging marijuana. It had all the thrill

"I wish, you would point out that I do not feel the majority of students are vagrants, bums..."
School of Nursing: Stresses Variety

Established in September, 1947, the School of Nursing has received little publicity. The school is a regular departmental program, leading to a Bachelor of Science degree in nursing. As in any other departmental program, students enter the program immediately upon being accepted to Albany.

The idea of establishing a school of nursing at Albany stemmed from a study made by nurses in the area, showing that a school of this nature was sorely needed. Consequently, Albany State was selected.

The curriculum consists of 120 semester hours, spread out over a four-year period. This is composed of 34 credits in Nursing, as prescribed by the school, 3 credits in Communications, 25-27 in Science and Math, 21 credits in the Social Sciences and Humanities, and 15-17 elective credits. Thus a nursing major builds a strong and varied background, which she can later relate to her role as a nurse.

A great deal of a nurse's instruction is in clinical work, which begins in the sophomore year. This consists of experience in regular hospitals and institutions in the area, St. Peter's and Child's Hospitals in town and two. Instructors accompany the students and combine lecture material with firsthand experience in patient care and assessment. The program follows a pattern in which more clinical work is done each year, with fewer non-clinical courses.

According to Dr. Major, Dean of the School of Nursing, there are about 500 students now enrolled in the program, with thirteen graduates expected in May. Looking to next year, approximately 250 applications to the school have been already received, a great increase over the past few years. Dr. Major said that this was due to a new admissions policy which allows applicants to state their intention of entering the School of Nursing on their regular college applications. At present all of these people cannot possibly be accommodated, however, until the extension of the West Podium.

According to Dr. Major, nurses are taking on more responsibility in the classroom and in the hospital, for example. They are actually practicing more medicine now. There is more electromyography in the classroom, and lots of opportunities for interesting jobs in hospitals, and in community health projects. The need for more nurses has become chronic due to the heavy turnover in the field. Girls who become nurses may marry within three to five years—that's about the time from diploma to hospital nurse—and many do not return to nursing after their children are grown. If young men could be induced to become nurses—as Cimino and others hope—one could be the equal of 10 to 15 female nurses in terms of actual working years during his career.

The need for more nurses has become chronic due to the heavy turnover in the field. Girls who become nurses may marry within three to five years—that's about the time from diploma to hospital nurse—and many do not return to nursing after their children are grown. If young men could be induced to become nurses—as Cimino and others hope—one could be the equal of 10 to 15 female nurses in terms of actual working years during his career.

Though the schedule is quite heavy, only one man has dropped out so far. And some 60 policemen and firemen have already signed up for the second course next fall.
Miles Davis — columbia records photo

Consumer Report

by Jeff Burger
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There's a State Quad Grill Cup on Saturday, February 20 in State Quad's free room. It's free coffee and doughnuts. Free with your college ID. Afterward, we'll put on a farewell party. Fun, fun, fun. Let's celebrate! Farewell party.

Attention R.A.'s and directors: If you have not returned the recent L.A.A.C. survey to S.A. CC 346, please do so immediately.

Albany State Science Fiction Society meets every Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in Humanities 128.

Second Lecture in Transcendentalism at 8:30 PM CC Assembly Hall, Friday, Feb. 26.

\**The University Concert Band needs an experienced trumpet or cornet player. If interested, call the music department at 457-6000.**

ESP: or Extra-Sensory Pollution

Physicists tell us there are these basic forces at work in the universe: matter, energy and copped liver. But I, for one, am no longer satisfied with this narrow definition. How do physicists classify ESP? Certainly it falls into none of these categories, but just as certainly, it exists. And not merely theory, ESP is a proven, demonstrated fact.

For example, how many times have you walked into a place you never saw before and yet recognized everything? How many times have you known the exact sounds someone was going to say before they even said them? How many times have you been absolutely certain something was going to happen hours or even thousands of miles away and, sure enough, it did?

Let me tell you about a case I am fortunately able to document. Some years ago I went fishing with my dear friend Donald L. Fromkse at a virgin lake deep in the Canadian woods. It was hellishly difficult to get there, but we did not mind; for the moment we dropped our lines we each caught a splendid crappie. Mine weighed just over 300 pounds. Donald's was somewhat smaller, but by far the handsomest.

Imagine my surprise then, when before we could throw our lines back for another try, Donald suddenly leaped up and cried 'he had a premonition that he must go home immediately. He could not tell me why, but he knew that some one or some thing was calling him back and he had to go at once. Apologizing profusely, he left me alone on the lake and portaged to the nearest town. (Moose Jaw, well over a day's journey) He returned two days later to find me still fishing.

As far as I was concerned, I could do nothing but laugh. But I will tell you about another case that is far more serious.

Jim—Happy Valentine's Day—Snowflake

WANTED: Ride to Union Saturday Nite for Poco concert. Call 457-8941.

Students renting 1 or 2 bedroom apartments who are leaving in May are needed to share house in suburbs. Call Kenn, 434-8360.


WANTED: 2 or 3 female roommates to share house in suburbs. Call Donald L. Fromkse, 857-8200.

J.C.—where are you?

BOTTLED SPRING WATER, dispensers, coolers, refrigerators, etc. delivered to offices, or business—expenses—for information please call 457-7290, The Great Beer Spring Water Co., Albany.

Bottled spring water.

For sale: Farlisa organ, Leslie box amp. Make offer. 439-2997.

HAPPY NINETEENTH, KATHY HAHN!


FREE: A Federal Photo Enlarger, Bifax 3.5 inch, 7.3 lens, $16, 434-8360.

To 12 or 25—Where's Fort Edward?

FOR RENT: Apartment in East Village, NYC, $10 per night per couple. 482-7710 or 457-3466.

WANTED: 5-6 bedroom house in country for 12 month lease beginning January. $106 per ft. 457-4007.


Income tax service for college students. Low rates to fit your budget. Call 489-1360 after 4 p.m.

Need a racket? Spalding smasher Metal Racket strong with vantge Excellent Condition. Purchased for 590 July ’75. Selling for 300.

Women's Graduate Stipends Available

Each year the Business Professors Women's Club of New York State offers the Grace Legendre Fellowship for graduate study. Three fellowships, each for an academic year, are given for one academic year to graduate women who are residents of New York State and who have demonstrated their ability to undertake graduate work. The fellowship will be accepted by a graduate college, present evidence of good health, show financial need, and "demonstrate awareness of current social welfare service in their chosen field."

Applications must be obtained by writing Mrs. Mildred B. Freeman, Chairman, Graduate Committee, 525 Exchange Street, Geneva, New York, 14456. Deadline for filing applications is March 15, 1971.

**graffiti**

P.Y. Book Sale Respects—all envir- onmental issues and problems in print—buttons—pillow cases—$1,00. Tickets will go on sale March 12, 13 in the CC Lobby.

Chi Alpha is accepting the late President Kennedy's personal photographer, Marshall Dodd, on campus Monday, Feb. 22 at 7:30 in LC 21. He will discuss "What's successful?"

PI Mu Epsilon in conjunction with the Math Club is sponsoring a talk by Dr. Muckerstult entitled "Pie Puzzle." It will be held Thursday, Feb. 25 at 7:30 pm in ES 143. Everyone is invited and refreshments will be served.

Piano for a winter weekend; bagging and beer party by Mo- hawk Campus will be announced.

Want to spend a year in Israel? A program has been set up for SUNYA students to spend a term on a kibbutz and a term at Hebrew University in Jerusalem. For more information call Dave Pack at 457-3025 or S.E. Jokiel at 472-3206.

DO YOU GIVE A DAMN?

NEEDED: One student, preferably a sophomore or junior who lives in the Tri—city area to serve on the Board of Directors of the Council of Community Services of the Albany area. The group meets once a month, plus committee meetings and covers many volunteer services (social, welfare, etc.) in the Tri—city area.

APPLICATION FORMS may be picked up by Feb. 26th in the Student Association office, CC 346.

Anyone interested in performing at the campus coffee house contact Charlie at 472-7791.

Colonial Quad Board will sponsor a bus trip to Boston on Saturday, Feb. 26. Round-trip fare is $2.25 with Colonial tax, $6.75 with Stu- dent tax, and $10 for non-students. Tickets will go on sale March 12,13 in the CC Lobby.

Chi Alpha is accepting the late President Kennedy's personal photographer, Marshall Dodd, on campus Monday, Feb. 22 at 7:30 in LC 21. He will discuss "What's successful?"

PI Mu Epsilon in conjunction with the Math Club is sponsoring a talk by Dr. Muckerstult entitled "Pie Puzzle." It will be held Thursday, Feb. 25 at 7:30 pm in ES 143. Everyone is invited and refreshments will be served.

Piano for a winter weekend; bagging and beer party by Mo- hawk Campus will be announced.

Want to spend a year in Israel? A program has been set up for SUNYA students to spend a term on a kibbutz and a term at Hebrew University in Jerusalem. For more information call Dave Pack at 457-3025 or S.E. Jokiel at 472-3206.

A beer party and dance featuring the "Madrigals" will be held at Brubacher Dining Room from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. on Friday, Feb. 19, 1970. The event is sponsored by BAGS—Brubacher Admit Graduate Students and USA. Tickets will be sold at the door at $1 with tax and $1.25 without.

There will be a meeting of the P.Y. land use committee tonite at 6:30 p.m. in Earth Science 227.

Interested in joining a night ecology/camping col- lective? Downtown people call Marlenne at 489-6203. Untown people call Luan or Cats at 472-6027.

International Student Association will sponsor a discussion on the idea of Integration in Europe, Tuesday, February 23 at 7:30 p.m. in CC 276.

Lecture Center 26 will be open to the University Community Mon. and Wad. at 7,15 and Friday at 8 p.m. to view the "Trun on Crisis" programs on Drug Abuse, WHPT, and Violence. They will be repeated those programs during the rest of March and April.

11:50 Student Dis- count at the Campus Center Tokyo Room.

Friday, February 19, 1971
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1971

THE ASP SPORTS

Netters Nail 7th Straight

Spring Sports Face New Sched

by Lawrence H. Pohl

"The effects of the shortened calendar year on the spring sports season will be minimal." This is the statement received from Coach Joe Garcia, assistant director of athletics, in an interview to the ASP Friday.

Although no serious problems are expected to arise, Mr. Garcia did cite several possible repercussions due to the change.

"The only possible conflict I see, as far as the SUNY conference is concerned, will be with varsity tennis," said Coach Garcia. The tennis finals in the conference are at the same time as final exams.

Garcia also noted that extra funds will be needed for rain and board on campus for participants in post-season tournaments. In fact, the NCAA track tournament is not until early June. This brings up the problem, if our athletes should qualify, of keeping training and fitness at a competitive peak for a month or so.

Coach Garcia went on to say that besides starting a week or so earlier, the shortened season will have little effect.

"We did have to crowd things a little but the kids know this and I don't think it will present a problem."

The new calendar also concerns Track Coach Bob Munsey and Tennis Coach Merlin Hathaway. Munsey expressed concern as to the number of injuries which may be suffered early in the season due to the cold weather.

The Albany State Great Danes remained in contention for a post-season tournament bid with a strong 77-58 victory over Southern Connecticut State College last Wednesday night. The win was State's seventh in a row, and appeared to be the first half score of 1-45.

The game began on an ominous note for Albany as forward Alan Bell picked up two quick fouls within the first four minutes. The visiting Owls dominated play in the early going until Albany took the lead on a three point play by Jack Jordan with 10:22 left in the half.

State then went on to open a five point spread, but that was quickly erased by Southern Connecticut's lead on baskets by Jim Masterson and Reid, and then took the lead with 14:50 remaining in the half on a field goal by John Quattrochi. Quattrochi put on one of the finest shows ever in the gym in seven days of Rich Margison as he tallied 17 points in the second half to set up the game, on an assortment of driving layups and one-handers. Along with his 17, he added 14 rebounds.

Along with Masterson and Dave Webhough, he broke the Owls' buttockues press which had caused fourteen turnovers in the first half.

The Danes went ahead for good with 14:14 left in the game on a field goal by Hathaway. They stretched it to twelve points with seven minutes remaining, but the Owls promptly poured in seven quick points to trail, 63-58, with 4:19 showing on the clock. These were the last points the visitors were to score as Albany went on a 14-6 tear to wrap up the 77-58 victory. Quite appropriately, the winning basket was scored by Quattrochi, his tenth hoop from the field of thirteen attempts.

The Danes also received fine double-figure performances from Reid and eleven, and Masterson and Steve Shovan with ten points apiece.

The next half saw Hartwick adjust to the Albany zone. Albany go back to the man to man, and the score changed hands repeatedly. With 2:30 left to go, the Danes led by nine, 76-67, and at 1:03, by five, 77-72. And then the wild last minute went some thing like this: A Hartwick player sank a jump shot and was fouled on the act, making it 77-74. He missed the foul shot, Reggie Smith pulled down the rebound but John O'Brychi was called for pushing underneath. That was five fouls for him, so Harold France came in to replace O'Brychi. Hartwick missed the foul shot and Osie Bell rebounded to Moso to Hyche to Smith and Smith is fouled. Smith makes the first, misses the second but Moso gets the rebound to Bell to Hyche and Hyche's fouled (78-74). Fel ton misses, a Hartwick player bounds, breaks, and is fouled by Moso-two shots. He makes them both and the score is 78-76. Albany breaks Hartwick's press and finds France all alone under the basket, good, 80-76, with 15 seconds left. Hartwick breaks, shoots, good, 10 seconds left, 80-78. Hyche inbound to Moso but throws the ball away, Moso, disbelieving, watches the ball bounce into the stands.

Seven seconds left, Albany up 80-78. Hartwick loses a long pass to a big man inside. He shoots, misses, five seconds, gets his own rebound, shoots, misses three seconds, gets another chance, shoots and makes, hundred seconds, Moso smiles and Hyche and Bell skin themselves to death.

Steak Dinner for two—$8.00 at the Patroon Room.

BRING YOUR DATE

Entertainment: 7 Nights

Jackets Required

1617 Union St. Sch'dy

Albany Student Press
Ear To The Thunder

MARRYING MAIDEN It's a Beautiful Day (Columbia CS 1058)
The violin has become an integral part of rock music recently with the recordings of Sugarloaf's Harris, Papa John, Doug Kershaw, among others, helping to popularize the instrument. David LaFlamme, the leader of IT'S A BEAUTIFUL DAY, a San Francisco band, is one of the more intriguing violin players as well as being an evocative songwriter and a smooth singer.

The group's second album "Marrying Maiden" ranges from the syrupy Boss Nova sound of "Let a Woman Flow" to the happy, stomping country "Headdown" to the 1890's good time sound of "It Comes Right Down to You." Unlike their first album, "Marrying Maiden" contains no real stand out cuts. The only song that could compare to "White Bird" or "Girl With No Eyes" or "Hot Summer Day" is LaFlamme's version of Fred Neil's "The Dolphins." LaFlamme is no longer the dominating figure he was, probably on his own will.

This album is definitely a letdown after a great premiere album. If the group could achieve more consistency at guitar and the strong back-up vocals of Pattie Santos, they could become a great group. I look forward to see older stars playing in modern cinema but unfortunately many of these icons of the 40's and 50's are relegated to roles as father figures, mother types, or kindly elders.

THERE WAS A CROOKED MAN offers a bonanza of these older stars in leading roles headed by Kirk Douglas and Henry Fonda, two of the best of a dwindling breed. The writer, however, is a poorly developed and sometimes patently offensive satire dealing with larceny and brutality that separates the survivors from the sheep.

The setting is the old west but the plot offers poignant observations about penal reform and greed that are just as applicable to the human condition today. Kirk Douglas portrays Paris Pittman Jr., a soft spoken thoroughly dependable con man, who politely rob his victims and causally destroys his own henchmen with neatly placed bullets in the back.

He is caught and repaid for his crimes against the Christian community by being placed in a rock pile bell hole in the middle of the desert. While languishing in prison he persistently plots to escape with the help of a myriad of degenerate prison types that include a silent loner, two homosexual con artists one of whom paints erotic Biblical pictures, a silent sadistic Chinaman, a handsome youth, and an old desperate whose hobby is growing pot in a flower planter.

The potential "relevancy" of the reminiscence is heightened by the minimal treatment of pertinent topics that are only superficially developed. The script by Robert Benton and David Newman (BONNIE AND CLYDE) is consistently cynical and scathing when leaving swipes at needed prison reform, brutal subjugation and homoeroticism within prisons, and two-faced Christian motives.

Yet this conscious, stylistic imitation of MASH has none of the humor or humanity inherent in the war satire. All the characters are thoroughly unreasoning and this unsympathetic treatment coupled with the superficial observations makes it rather unpleasant, depressing, and weak.

The actors are uniformly excellent making the best out of their individual badness. Douglas is deceptive and cunning as Pittman in contrast to the typical Henry Fonda role as the morally straight and sincere warden. Hume Cronyn and John Randolph, as the gay inmates, are frequently funny and effective. Warren Oates, as the drifter, is particularly strong and always suspicious. Finally Burgess Meredith, to whom I wish years of continued health, is inspired with the old Missouri Kid who has resumed himself to a life of imprisonment.

Joseph L. Mankiewitz, whose last effort was a forty million dollar epic bomb entitled CLEOPATRA, must be blamed for the basic failures of his latest film. He has returned from oblivion with his ability to direct actors intact but has seemingly lost all the style, pace, and verve he once commanded as a top flight commercial director in the fifties.

Finally the pop-jazz music score by Charles Strouse is totally inappropriate for a western further alienating an already overtaxed audience. Even the consistent twist at the end of the movie cannot save THERE WAS A CROOKED MAN from going completely crooked.